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Temu is seeing
unprecedented
ecommerce growth—how
seriously should we take
it?
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Temu, the recent entrant to the US ecommerce market, has taken the ecommerce world by

storm since its September 2022 launch. The etailer went from zero to 44.5 million unique

visitors by December 2022, according to Comscore—a virtually unprecedented growth in

tra�c in just four months.

What’s driving Temu’s growth?

How fast is Temu actually growing?

Price-sensitive shoppers love a great deal for the holidays. Temu’s launch was timed

perfectly to get some awareness right before the holidays, filling a need for inflation-wary

consumers looking to save on gifts and stocking stu�ers.

A heavy paid media strategy. Like other well-funded internet companies, Temu appears to be

spending heavily for app installs and on search ads. Search for almost any commodity

product—especially if your search includes the word “cheap”—and you’re likely to find a

Google result for Temu. Temu also gained attention with multiple Super Bowl spots, putting it

on the map for many US consumers for the first time.

Visibility on TikTok. Temu appears to be riding the TikTok wave with an active influencer

strategy that includes unboxing videos, try-on hauls, and promo codes. Given the social

commerce prowess of parent company PDD Holdings, Temu should know a thing or two

about amplifying e�orts through social.

Temu was No. 12 in 2022 holiday tra�c, topping retailers like Kohl’s and Wayfair. With an

average of 41.0 million visitors in November and December, Temu surpassed major

ecommerce sites like Kohl’s, Wayfair, and Nordstrom, and was within striking distance of

Macy’s.
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How seriously should we take Temu as a business?

Temu surged ahead of low-price Chinese goods sellers Shein and Wish.com in dramatic
fashion. Not only did Temu quickly surpass Wish.com amid its recent downswing, it also

managed to leapfrog Shein’s impressive recent gains. The question is whether these recent

gains can be sustained or if they are more of a short-term high.
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Our take: Temu exploded out of the gates and its rapid rise warrants attention. As something

of a Wish.com clone, there’s reason to be skeptical it can find long-term profitable growth

when its early stage capital eventually rationalizes. Whether Temu avoids a similar fate will

come down to whether it can improve upon the Wish.com playbook to build a loyal and

engaged user base and drastically reduce customer acquisition costs over time. A killer TikTok

strategy and sticky mobile app will be the keys to achieving what its predecessor could not.

 

This was originally featured in the Retail Daily newsletter. For more retail insights, statistics,

and trends, subscribe here.

Is Temu the next Shein or the next Wish.com? Shein’s steady rise has the company now

looking to raise capital at a reported $64 billion valuation, per Reuters. Wish.com, by

comparison, is hemorrhaging money and has plummeted 98% from its peak stock price, with

a market cap below $400 million. Using cheap wares to attract customers can work, but

profitability is a challenge when operating under tight margins. High acquisition costs can be a

killer, and there will also be a need to pivot into higher-margin goods.

Temu must use its early paid advertising rocket fuel to reach escape velocity. There is a

common Chinese company strategy to blitzkrieg US markets with paid ads, as Wish.com,

Shein, and TikTok have all done. While Shein and TikTok converted this early attraction into

ongoing relationships with its users, Wish.com has flamed out in spectacular fashion. Temu has

taken just a few months to grab a lot of tra�c, but converting these visitors into loyal users

may prove challenging without a steady support of paid ad spend.

Temu is keying on its mobile app for loyalty. Temu’s bargain-basement prices make purchases

low consideration in most cases. Its best use case is when customers realize a need (“Shoot, I

left my iPhone charger at the hotel and need another one”) and can buy quickly and cheaply.

The app can drive habit formation around this, and the more that shoppers rely on the app the

less likely Temu will have to pay for ads to drive conversions.

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/newsletters
https://www.reuters.com/business/retail-consumer/shein-talks-raise-funds-lower-valuation-64-bln-ft-2023-01-18/
https://www.google.com/finance/quote/WISH:NASDAQ?window=MAX

